
Learning objectives 
Duration: 45 minutes - 1 hour

The focus of this lesson is to use  our sense of sight to observe and compare purple vegetables (and/or 
fruits).  Children learn to identify the vegetables (or fruits) and get the chance to try them. Children use 
speech and writing to describe what they are experiencing.

Resources

Equipment: Colander, chopping board, knife, a reusable or paper plate/napkin for each child. Bowls or food 
containers to store the food in.

Buy a range of vegetables and/or fruits in different shades of purple. Choose at least three. Red cabbage 
is an excellent one to start with because it’s cheap and tasty, it grows in the U.K. and it is very interesting 
to look at.

E.g. red cabbage, purple chicory or radicchio, purple carrots, beetroot (either raw, peeled and cut into very 
thin slices or vacuum packed and cooked, not in vinegar – if using this make sure that each child has a 
teaspoon as it can get messy), purple cauliflower, purple plums, purple grapes, blackberries,blueberries.
 
Preparation: Wash the produce and bring to the class along with the chopping board and knife.  Keep half 
the red cabbage or cauliflower whole and cut the rest into pieces, store in a food container. For carrots, 
peel and cut into batons and store in a food container; cut beetroot into dice and store in a food container; 
divide the chicory or radicchio into large pieces (a leaf or half a leaf per child); take the grapes off the 
stalks.
 
Before you start, make sure the children wash their hands.

Lesson Outline
1. Today we are learning to explore food with our senses and describe what we see, hear, touch, smell or 

taste. This is called TastEd. 
2. Recap: ask the class, ‘Can anyone tell me what the five senses are?’ Sight, touch, hear, smell and taste. 

For each sense ask the children which part of the body they use. 
3. Remind them of the two golden rules of TastEd: NO ONE HAS TO TRY and NO ONE HAS TO LIKE 

anything. 
4. Today is about our sense of SIGHT.  
5. Today we are going to focus on our sense of sight. What part of our body will we use? 
6. Our eyes send us messages about food. Can your eyes tell me what fruit flavour these three juices 

are? (see Powerpoint)
7. They are actually all plain apple juice with different food dyes! Explain that this shows that sometimes 

our eyes can be tricked.
8. But our eyes do send us useful messages about food. To eat a  healthy diet we need lots of fruits and 

vegetables with different colours. Different colours in vegetables can be a sign that they contain 
different nutrients. ‘Eat the rainbow!!’

9. Today we are exploring purple vegetables. Can anyone name any of these purple fruits and vegetables?
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11. Here are the answers! Do you notice that quite often vegetables (and fruits) are called ‘red’ when 
they are actually purple? Red onions and red cabbage are actually purple.

12. The colour purple can be a sign that vegetables or fruits are rich in certain plant chemicals. Red 
cabbage and blueberries are rich in chemicals called anthocyanins.

13. Beetroot’s deep purple colour comes from a different group of plant chemicals called betalains which 
are also present in rhubarb. The colour in beetroot is so strong that it can actually be used to dye 
clothes!

14. Now, let’s look closely at some purple vegetables. We are going to look at the shade of purple and the 
patterns. What do you see when you look at a red cabbage? Encourage the children to use vivid 
adjectives and similes. If they say ‘it looks purple’ you could say ‘what kind of purple can you see?’  
Check the word bank for prompts. Or maybe they will say the pattern looks like a maze or like the 
layers in a tree trunk. This is a chance for everyone in the class to say one thing. Pass a cut-open red 
cabbage around the class and let each person speak while the others listen. Ask them to remember 
their best sentences to write down later on.

15. Now give each person a piece of each of the vegetables or fruits. Encourage them to compare and 
contrast the different purples. ‘The chicory is paler purple than the cabbage’. ‘The beetroot is very 
dark purple but the purple cauliflower is light mauve’.

16. Now you can try the vegetables but remember that anyone who doesn’t want to eat them can smell or 
lick the vegetables instead.

17. Can you write down how the vegetables looked and how they tasted?
18. Share observations with the whole group. Did anyone try anything new today?

Word Bank for Sight and Purple Produce

Adjectives: purple, mauve, blue, black, inky, dark, light, pale, deep, dusty, orchid, violet, purple-grey, 
lavender,  lilac, purple-red, amethyst, indigo, rich, brilliant, stripey, variegated

Similes: Like purple paint, like ink, like grape juice, like a thistle, like a maze, like lavender

Success Criteria

• I can use my sense of sight to explore different shades of purple in vegetables (or fruits).
• I can use different words in speech and writing to describe the sight and taste of different foods. 
• I can learn that there are different ways to ‘try’ food. I can try a food with my eyes and nose as well 

as with my mouth.
• I can talk about what I like and understand that not everyone has the same tastes. 

Curriculum Links
D & T Cooking and Nutrition
 ‘understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet’
‘understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and 
processed’.

‘prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques’ (if you 
do the cooking extension)

English
‘composing a sentence orally before writing it’.

PSHE
Develop awareness of relationships through food and the fact that not everyone has the same tastes but 
we can respect our differences.



School Kitchen

Link to choosing purple fruits or vegetables at lunch.

Reading links

Delicious! By Helen Cooper This is a lovely picture book about making beetroot soup. It may be a little 
young for some of the children in the class but it vividly brings home just how strongly pink beetroot 
soup can be.

Optional further activities

Science:
Colour changing cabbage. Using red cabbage to demonstrate Ph is a very exciting simple experiment for 
young children. Cabbage water will change colour if you add vinegar or bicarbonate of soda or fizzy 
water to it.
There is a very useful and clear YouTube video explaining how to do it and what you will need here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKUwxQI0wIo

Optional Cooking Task

Red Cabbage Slaw

A head of red cabbage (about 750g-1 kg)
6-8 large carrots, peeled
1/2 of a red onion
50 g raisins (optional)
30g parsley
30g chives
For the Dressing:
2 tbsp vinegar (cider or white wine)
6 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1 tsp salt

Method: Cut the cabbage into quarters and remove the core. Now four children can each have the job of 
cutting the cabbage very finely using the claw grip. Let some children peel the carrots. Other children 
can grate the carrots using box graters. Another child can peel the onion and grate it using a box 
grater. Some children can wash and finely chop the parsley and chives using scissors. Let some other 
children measure out the dressing ingredients. Mix everything together in a big mixing bowl.. Taste to 
see if it needs more oil or vinegar.

Serve with some crusty   bread (optional).
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